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                                        Illuminate outdoor spaces to create bold and dynamic landscapes
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                                        Premier linear power, lighting & control system. Flexible & future proof.
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                                    A Smart Fan integrating UV-C radiating LED technology
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                        Complement or contrast even the most challenging spaces with our wide range of track and rail systems
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                        Innovative, low-profile design meets high-powered, efficient LED technology
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                        A popular range of value-oriented track, recessed and other functional LED luminaries and fans
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                        Combining style and functionality, we offer a complete line of luminaires designed for cabinet and cove applications
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                            Whether you’re lighting a small jewel of a garden or a sublime outdoor oasis, we offer a wide range of landscape lighting solutions
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                            Our decorative flush mount and vanity luminaires are designed to integrate within a variety of spaces

                        

                    
                            

        

    
        
            
                 Our Commitment 

                Giving Back to the Community is in our DNA. We participate in interactive program development and affect change through Community Improvement with Access to Diversity and Science Education, Underprivileged Youth, Health & Human Services and Communities in Crisis.
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WAC Lighting
▼


We are a technology company with a passion for lighting. WAC Lighting has been at the forefront of emerging lighting technologies for more than 37 years. We are a second generation, family-owned company. 


We challenge industry conventions and build sustainable products responsibly from within. By investing in all the components of the electronics business — research and development, test laboratories and manufacturing facilities — we have evolved into an extraordinary, world-class manufacturer. We are over 90% vertically integrated, and operate from the ground up, from fabricating the smallest components in our light fixtures, to our cutting-edge R&D.



Make an Impact With Groundbreaking Innovations in Lighting Fixtures
▼

We're redefining the lighting industry. In our quest to modernize lighting design, we began manufacturing eco-friendly LED luminaires. Our high-quality products use cutting-edge IoT (internet-of-things) technology for easy, optimal use right from your phone, tablet or computer.


The Importance of Responsible Lighting
▼

As a zero-landfill company, we are committed to designing and manufacturing LED products that eliminate the need for disposable light bulbs. Since we manufacture our products down to the component level, you can be sure they are created to be as eco-friendly and efficient as possible.

That efficiency goes a long way... You can save as much as 50% off your energy bill by converting to LED lighting from conventional lighting fixtures. Our integrated LED lighting fixtures have a life span of 15 to 20 years, so the money saved over that time can be devoted to other energy-saving endeavors.

Moreover, our efficient fixtures also improve human efficiency in your business. Full-spectrum light, which we get from sunlight or LED lighting (but not fluorescent), is needed to regiment the body's 24-hour sleep/wake cycle. This cycle plays a key role in enhanced mental cognition and productivity throughout the day. We've incorporated a line of Human-Centric light fixtures to makes this cycle achievable for anyone.

Our Products
▼

At WAC Lighting, we offer innovative lighting with advanced technology for a variety of uses and budgets, including architectural lighting, decorative lighting and outdoor and landscape lighting. Our light fixtures have a myriad of uses and are offered in a variety of finishes, CCTs and lumen outputs, as can be found on our spec sheets. We offer:
	Track and Rail Lighting: Versatile, functional and stylish, our LED track lighting and rail systems allow you to further customize your space with track pendants and fixtures
	Recessed Lighting: Recessed downlighting, multiple recessed, linear recessed and in-ground recessed fixtures.
	Decorative Ceiling: Pendants, semi-flush mounts, and chandeliers.
	Wall: Indoor, outdoor and bathroom sconces, vanity lights, picture lights, cove lighting and more.
	Under Cabinet: Strip and tape lights, bar, puck and button lights.
	Landscape: Accent lights, floodlights, path lights, underwater lights and more.
	Outdoor: Bollards, exterior wall fixtures, tape light, step and wall lights.




Long-Lasting Light Fixtures for Every Project
▼

We design and build our LED light fixtures, not only to meet environmentally friendly standards, but to last. We use die-cast aluminum and other quality materials, in chrome, brushed nickel and various architectural finishes. And because we design and manufacture all of our own components, you can trust that we take all the quality assurance precautions to give you the most reliable, effective lighting.

We believe in our lasting, energy-efficient LED lighting so much that we offer a five-year warranty on our products.

Why WAC Lighting?
▼

We've operated on the cutting-edge of innovative tech-lighting for more than 37 years. We believe our lights will offer you an excellent return on investment with their 15- to 20-year life cycle compounded with the amount you'll save on electricity.

Get in Touch!
▼

Help save the planet, and make a statement in lighting design in your home or building. Contact a sales rep today!
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